
Relief Sculpture Steps: 
 
Build a relief sculpture using the materials available in your home! 
A relief is a sculpture that is built up onto a flat surface, meaning you only view it from one side- the front!  If 
you are stuck, follow these steps to create your own relief sculpture at home. 
 

1.  Choose a sturdy surface as a base: It can be cardboard, posterboard, or even wood. 
2. Select some items to glue onto the surface.  Cardboard shapes (from old cracker or snack boxes 

perhaps?) work great, as well as yarn, foam, buttons with flat backs, or paper.  Thicker is better, so if 
you are cutting out shapes from paper, make sure you cut several of the same shape by folding the 
paper before cutting.  This way, you can glue the shapes on top of each other to make deeper layers.   
 

                        This example shows a sun built on a poster   
                        board surface.  The shapes are all cut from   
                        several layers of construction paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Once you are done building your relief and gluing down your shapes, you have some choices to make.  
You can leave it the way it is, or you can paint the surface all one color- or “monochrome” a la Louise 
Nevelson.  Another option is to glue down some aluminum foil to the surface of your relief, making 
sure to push the foil into all the little nooks and crannies.  Then you can add sharpie marker, as in these 
examples: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
          
  Foil covered paper relief with sharpie              Foil covered relief with sharpie that was applied   
                                                                                   and then wiped off 

4.  When you are done, take a picture of your work and attach it to your response to the assignment in 
you Google Classroom “Classwork” tab.   

5. Artists to check out: Louise Nevelson, Don Drumm (local artist!), Brad Spencer 


